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Love is something we all want, but not something that all people get to experience.  Dating apps 

and love businesses command three billion dollars in the U.S. economy every year.   If dating 

and navigating all the nuance of getting to know a new person were not challenged enough the 

entry of COVID into our lives added several more layers of challenge to the process.     

Logistics set aside, how can we know if the person we are considering will be right for us.  Will 

they like us or find us attractive?  Will we be able to endure another disappointment if it doesn’t 

work out?    At what point should we call it quits looking for love? 

Put this way finding love can feel very daunting and complicated.   I want to simplify the entire 

process and offer some concrete ideas anyone can use to attract an amazing love connection and 

cultivate love in your life.    It’s probably not what you think. 

Contrary to popular belief it’s not our appearance that attracts others, it’s our energy.  Immediate 

physical attraction is superficial and fades quickly.    It is not that self-care to bring our best self 

forward is not a good idea.  It is.  Self-care is for self.   It must be done for self, not for “other.”  

When we do self-care for “self” it adds to our inner confidence and sense of self-acceptance and 

self-love.   What we feel good about ourselves, we can help others feel good about who they are.  

We can inspire safety.  When others feel safe they open their heart.     

In addition consider these four ideas: 

 

1.  CHECK YOUR MINDSET/AVAILABILITY:  Be honest with yourself about whether 

you actually want a relationship.   Often we say we want a relationship but we are 

unwilling to make the changes or adjustments that will be required to have partner.  We 

do not want to make time.  We have such a long list of what our partner must have that 

no one could ever meet the requirements.  We make ourselves unobtainable.  We think 

about relationships as something that should give to us.  Do for us.  Be for us.  Make us 

happy.  That mindset will leave us single more than any other.  When relationships are 

something we give to, nurture and honor, then we are in the universe of relationship 

success.  When both people come to a relationship with a point of view that they will give 

to each other, honor each other, cultivate the best in each other, then they have the 

foundation of something that can be wonderful and fulfilling. 

 

2.  DOUBLE CHECK YOUR BIASES AND JUDGMENTS.  Our biases and judgments are 

often hidden in what we call “preferences.”   Our life, our history, our community, and 

our mind feeds us information about who is appropriate and why.  We want to look very 

closely at these “preferences.”  Be curious about why we have them.  Often preferences 

are ego inspired filters we use to avoid exposing our own lack of self worth.   We fear 



being judged or perceived in an unflattering manner.   The preferences we put on other 

people mask our own insecurities.   When we do that we put up impediments to love.  We 

are no longer looking for love. We are looking for someone to makes us feel better our 

ourselves.  If this is the case we must work to heal and become unconditional with 

ourself.  Then we will be ready to love. 

 

3.  BE VULNERABLE – SHOW WHO YOU ARE.   We are all mostly control freaks.  

Very few of us are not.   We become control freaks because we want to try to avoid pain.   

We all have been hurt in life.   When we learn in some small way how to read signs and 

signals of possible imminent injury and navigate away from it we think we are in control.    

We become obsessed with staying in the control position and keeping ourselves safe.    

What causes people to be attracted to us is our vulnerability.   In that we give others 

permission to be vulnerable and show who they are.   It is when we are “seen” we feel 

alive and want to love and connect.   If we do not show ourselves, others will not show 

themselves. We remain disconnected personalities rather than connected souls.  We 

cannot play it safe and fall in love.  Control is not the answer.    

 

4.  LOVE IS EVERYWHERE – HONOR IT.  We can get so immersed with qualifying and 

measuring our potential partners we forget to notice the part of them that is fueled by 

pure love, something we all have inside of us.   Its our divine birthright.  When we look 

for the goodness of a heart, we naturally connect and it is easy.  Love knows its own 

language.  Its woven into the fabric of our very being.  We have to train ourselves to 

remember this truth and listen to love’s voice by turning our attention to our own heart.    

We can do this easily when we quiet our mind and go inward.    Notice our inner light 

and essence free from the trappings of the personality.   Feel the warmth of our own light.     

Bask in the awareness of our light and love.   With this awareness commit to bringing our 

light forward every day.  Then, commit to looking for the light in others first when we 

see them   Only focus on seeing the inner light of the person we are with.   From this 

judgment free - pure love awareness space we sense easily if the person we are with is a 

love match that can grow into something wonderful.  When we focus on inner love 

meeting inner love – compatible hearts find each other with ease.  It becomes fun and 

rewarding to search for love, to experience love and ultimately connect to a loving 

partner. 

Make it easy on your heart look for love with love.  It works. 

 


